Background: Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most prevalent cancer worldwide. New prognostic markers are needed to identify patients with poorer prognosis, and circulating tumor cells (CTCs) seem to be promising to accomplish this. Patients and methods: A prospective study was conducted by blood collection from patients with metastatic CRC (mCRC), three times, every 2 months in conjunction with image examinations for evaluation of therapeutic response. CTC isolation and counting were performed by Isolation by Size of Epithelial Tumor Cells (ISET). Results: A total of 54 patients with mCRC with a mean age of 57.3 years (31-82 years) were included. Among all patients, 60% (n=32) were carriers of wild-type KRAS (WT KRAS) tumors and 90% of them (n=29) were exposed to monoclonal antibodies along with systemic treatment. Evaluating CTC kinetics, when we compared the baseline (pretreatment) CTC level (CTC1) with the level at first follow-up (CTC2), we observed that CTC1-positive patients (CTCs above the median), who became negative (CTCs below the median) had a favorable evolution (n=14), with a median progression-free survival (PFS) of 14.7 months. This was higher than that for patients with an unfavorable evolution (CTC1− that became CTC2+; n=13, 6.9 months; P=0.06). Patients with WT KRAS with favorable kinetics had higher PFS (14.7 months) in comparison to those with WT KRAS with unfavorable kinetics (9.4 months; P=0.02). Moreover, patients whose imaging studies showed radiological progression had an increased quantification of CTCs at CTC2 compared to those without progression (P=0.04). Conclusion: This study made possible the presentation of ISET as a feasible tool for evaluating CTC kinetics in patients with mCRC, which can be promising in their clinical evaluation.
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Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most incident cancer around the world. With an estimated 1.36 million new cases per year and ∼600,000 deaths related to the disease, CRC is a challenging malignancy. 1 Around 50%-60% of patients diagnosed with CRC will eventually develop metastasis and 30% will present with metastatic disease at the moment of diagnosis. [2] [3] [4] The last decade was characterized by progress in the availability of new drugs with distinct mechanism of action and a positive impact on sequential treatment of metastatic CRC (mCRC), including important gains in median survival rates for these patients, which currently exceed 24 months. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The availability of new drugs has the potential to bring improvement in the survival rates. However, monoclonal antibodies, such as cetuximab/panitumumab (anti-EGFR antibodies) and bevacizumab (anti-VEGF antibody), depend on molecular characteristics of each tumor. 10 As a rule, anti-EGFR antibodies are used only in patients with wild-type RAS. RAS is an important protein in EGFR signaling pathway; mutations can constitutively activate the protein, conferring a higher proliferation rate for tumor cells and resistance to anti-EGFR blockage. 11 Despite gains in survival rates, the increased cost of the treatment is not directly reflected in the improvement of health and well-being of patients or in the ability to identify ideal treatments for specific patients.
Many prognostic factors have been associated with outcome in CRC, such as performance status, age, gender, weight loss, an increase in carcinoembryonic marker levels, and number of metastatic sites, among others. 12, 13 Several studies have attempted to identify biomarkers to improve the standard prognostic factors. 14 The goal is to individualize therapeutic strategies and to identify patients with worse prognosis or those patients with rapid progression of disease, and who could ultimately benefit from a more aggressive therapy. [15] [16] [17] Circulating tumor cell (CTC) studies have demonstrated promising results in the segment of patients with metastatic cancer. 18 Various recent studies have shown CTC levels as predictors of progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) in patients with early and metastatic breast cancer, and also metastatic prostate cancer. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] In patients with mCRC, some publications describe a correlation of the CTC levels and prognosis. [25] [26] [27] The presence of at least 3.0 CTCs/7.5 mL of blood at the diagnosis and at follow-up provides an independent prognostic factor for worse PFS and OS. 28 These values, when used in conjunction with imaging examinations, could provide additional diagnostic information. 29 There are, basically, three methods to separate CTCs, as follows: 1) immunological (based on capture by antibodies), such as CellSearch ® System (Veridex, LLC, NJ, USA); 2) based on physical properties of cells (eg, ISET ® , Rarecells, Paris, France), and 3) the functional assays, such as EPISPOT. The isolation by size of epithelial tumors (ISET) technology is a physical-based assay that consists of separating cells by size. It has an advantage of isolating CTCs in a marker-independent manner. Thus, if these cells have downregulated and have no expression of epithelial markers (EpCAM and cytokeratin [CK]), they will not be lost by Isolation by Size of Epithelial Tumor Cells (ISET). 29 In comparison with CellSearch ® System, it seems that ISET can capture a larger amount of tumor cells than CellSearch, without risk of overestimate counts, as this last one system which can also capture other non-malignant cells expressing EpCAM and CK. To date, the majority of studies with CTC kinetics were carried out using the CellSearch ® System. [30] [31] [32] [33] Therefore, the purpose of our study was to evaluate the clinical evolution and therapeutic response, using conventional image examinations and CTC counts, done by a size-based isolation method (ISET) in patients with mCRC in sequential lines of treatment.
Patients and methods Patients
Enrollment in the study was limited to patients who signed an informed consent form. This study was approved by the local research ethics committee (protocol number: 1367-10). All participants had 8 mL of blood collected at every scheduled visit. Patients were included according to the following criteria: 18 years of age or older; ECOG 0-2 without organ dysfunction; metastatic disease confirmed by pathological and/or radiological analysis; chemotherapy regimen for metastatic disease; the extent of the disease determined by a physical examination and by imaging and disease measureable by Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) criteria Version 1.1.
assay methods
We used ISET for analysis and characterization of CTCs. The peripheral blood of patients with mCRC was collected in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid tubes (8.0 mL) and maintained at room temperature, under homogenization, for not 4 hours. The samples were diluted (1:10) in ISET Buffer ® . After 10 minutes of incubation, the samples were filtered, washed with phosphate buffered saline, and the membranes were removed from the ISET Block ® and, after drying in the dark at room temperature, stored at −20°C, until analysis.
To count CTCs, four ISET membrane spots were cut and submitted to immunocytochemistry with anti-CD45 antibody (1:100; clone 2B11+ PD7/26, Dako™, Carpinteria, California, USA), a surface leukocyte common antigen, in order to rule out miscounting of CTCs. The assay was performed as described previously by Chinen et al. 35 After assembly, slides were examined under a white light microscope. The CTCs were characterized based on the following criteria: negative cells for CD45, nucleus size 12 µm, hyperchromatic and irregular nucleus, visible presence of cytoplasm, and a high nucleus-cytoplasm ratio (50%). 30 
study design
This was a prospective study conducted by whole blood collection from patients with mCRC treated at A. C. Camargo Cancer Center, São Paulo, Brazil. The patients' blood was collected at three different times: baseline (after the detection OncoTargets and Therapy 2016:9 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Patients with mcrc evaluated by cTcs of metastasis or tumor progression, when a new chemotherapy regimen was initiated) and two additional follow-up visits (every 2 months) in an attempt to reconcile CTC collections with routine imaging for therapeutic response evaluation.
Patients were evaluated using computed tomography and/or magnetic resonance imaging of the thorax, abdomen, and pelvis before the first collection of CTCs, as well as approximately every 2-4 months during treatment, or as indicated by the treating physician. The images were interpreted using RECIST criteria Version 1.1 34 and classified as complete response, partial response, stable disease, or progression of disease.
statistical analysis methods
The distributions of absolute and relative frequencies were made for the clinical-pathological variables and also the qualitative treatment and the mean and SD for age. The Kaplan-Meier estimator and the log-rank test were used in the analysis of PFS. Variance analysis of repeated measurements was used to access CTC evolution during the image evaluations. The level of significance adopted was 5% and the analyses were performed in the program SPSS for Windows Version 15.
Results
Patients
Between July 2012 and December 2013, we recruited 54 patients diagnosed with mCRC. The mean age was 57.3 years (31-82 years), and most of the patients were male (n=31; 59%). At the time of the inclusion, all patients had metastatic disease, including 65% (n=35) who had at least one metastatic site and 7% (n=4) with more than two metastatic sites. Only 30% (n=16) of patients were treated with first-line chemotherapy at the time of enrollment in the study. Most of them had received previous treatment prior to the study. Patients with wild-type KRAS (WT KRAS) constituted 60% (n=32) of the study population and during follow-up, 90% (n=29) of them were exposed to monoclonal antibodies combined with systemic treatment (Table 1) .
cTc counts
The quantitative analysis of CTCs by the ISET was made at three distinct times during follow-ups for each patient: baseline (CTC1), first follow-up performed between the 6th and the 8th week of treatment (CTC2), and the second follow-up done between the 12th and 16th week of treatment (CTC3). Because there is not yet a cutoff value for counting CTCs detected by ISET, we set a standard using the median number of CTCs from all patients evaluated each time. As a consequence, the cutoff for CTC1 was 2.0 CTCs/mL (0-31.0 CTCs/mL), for CTC2 was 3.0 CTCs/mL (0-47.0 CTCs/mL), and for CTC3 was 3.0 CTCs/mL (0-77.0 CTCs/mL). Patients with CTC values below the established cutoffs were considered as patients with negativity for CTC (CTC−), and equal to or higher, as patients with positivity for CTC (CTC+). Illustrative pictures of CTCs and leukocytes are shown in Figure 1 . Out of the 54 patients enrolled in the study, 33 (62%) had the three blood samples collected for analysis (CTC1, CTC2, and CTC3). Baseline sample (CTC1) was not obtained for one patient (the sample was collected but the blood coagulated). ; and the thick arrow shows a leukocyte. Both images were taken at ×600 magnification using a light microscope (Research system Microscope BX61 -Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) coupled to a digital camera (sc100 -Olympus, Tokyo, Japan 
CTC analysis and its prognostic value
The CTC values monitored at three serial collections allowed the analysis of CTC kinetics. Comparing the patients' baseline CTC level (CTC1) with the level at first follow-up (CTC2), patients with positivity for CTC at baseline who became negative were classified with a favorable evolution (CTC1+ and CTC2−; n=14) and had a PFS median of 14.7 months. This was higher than PFS of patients with an unfavorable evolution (CTC1− and CTC2+; n=13), who had negativity for CTC at baseline and became positive in CTC2 with a median PFS of 6.9 months (P=0.06; Figure 2 ). In patients without modification in the kinetics of the CTCs (CTC1+ and CTC2+ or CTC1− and CTC2−), there was no difference between the PFS curves (10.3 and 10.4 months, respectively; P=0.6; Figure 3 ). However, for those patients with no change in CTC kinetics (based on established cutoff), we observed that the pure analysis of CTC counts could help to define prognosis in mCRC. Patients who had increased CTC numbers during follow-up showed the worst prognosis in relation to those who had a decrease in CTC counts ( Table 2 ). The correlation between the second collection and the third collection did not demonstrate a statistically significant difference (P=0.79). Figure 4 shows the radiological evolution (disease progression) with an increase in CTC counts in a patient (patient 1) of the study, to demonstrate the data presented. We also made the stratification of groups based on quantification of CTCs at three times (CTC1, CTC2, and CTC3) in relation to disease progression, as shown in Figure 5 . The dot plot figure shows CTCs from each patient at each time of blood collection. Based on the CTC kinetic profile, we correlated the favorable/unfavorable patients with the mutational status of KRAS. Patients with mutant KRAS (MT KRAS) and favorable CTC kinetic evolution (n=3) had a PFS of 5.3 months, higher than that of the patients with MT KRAS with unfavorable CTC kinetic evolution (n=4; 2.4 months), although without reaching statistical significance (P=0.6). In addition, the patients with WT KRAS with a favorable trend (n=11) showed a median PFS of 14.7 months, higher than that of the patients with WT KRAS with unfavorable kinetics (n=9), of 9.4 months (P=0.02; Figure 6 ). In relation to the treatment with anti-angiogenic therapies and CTC kinetic profile, patients who used anti-VEGF treatment who presented favorable CTC kinetics (n=6) had a PFS of 18.2 months, higher than those with unfavorable kinetics (n=5; PFS =5.6 months; P=0.007; Figure 7 ). In addition to the quantification of CTCs, patients were also analyzed through the evaluation of images for each CTC collection up to 4 months after the CTC3 collection. We observed that the patients whose image examinations showed radiological progression consistent with RECIST criteria 34 (20/32) demonstrated higher average CTC quantification at the second time (CTC2) compared with those that did not show progression in the imaging examinations (12/32), and this difference was statistically significant (P=0.04; Figure 8 ). To illustrate this correlation, the radiological evolution and CTC count from patient 2 are shown in Figure 4 , where CTC elevation at the second time correlated with evidence of disease progression on image examinations done after the CTC3 collection.
Discussion
Treatment of patients with mCRC in the past 10 years has become substantially more complex. The prolonged survival of patients has become possible due to the improvement in the therapeutic arsenal composed of the following: fluoropyrimidine, oxaliplatin, irinotecan and targeted therapies (bevacizumab, panitumumab, cetuximab, regorafenib, and aflibercept) and, in some situations, surgery for metastasis. 29, 36 From this point, oncologists need useful tools to evaluate the intensity and the best sequence of systemic treatment in order to provide patients the access to all potentially effective drugs during the evolution of the patient's disease. Defining the initial treatment with one, two, or three medications associated or not with biological agents (monoclonal antibodies and tyrosine kinase inhibitors) becomes more difficult due to clinical and pathological complexities of mCRC and the lack of non-radiological markers that are useful for defining therapeutic strategies. In this way, evaluating the dynamics of CTCs could guide the oncologists in choosing a systemic therapy and predicting the clinical response from favorable and unfavorable patients. 37, 38 Our study showed that the CTC kinetics could be used as a prognostic parameter in mCRC. We could differentiate patients with a favorable outcome with a median PFS of 14.7 months from unfavorable patients with a median PFS of 6.9 months (P=0.06). We attributed the non-statistically significant difference to the small sample size and to the heterogeneity of the studied population. However, besides this, our results were similar to a recently published study that demonstrates a correlation of CTC kinetics in metastatic breast cancer (mBC) with prognosis and evaluation of response to the treatment adopted. 39 This study with 356 mBC patients demonstrated that those with favorable CTC kinetics had a higher propensity to respond to OncoTargets and Therapy 2016:9 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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souza e silva et al the proposed treatment, supporting the evaluation that the dynamic counting of CTCs could better reflect the prognosis and the aggressiveness of the disease than the isolated counting of cells. 37 Cohen et al 28, 40 in their publications on mCRC using CellSearch ® System also demonstrated the importance of CTC kinetics with evidence of increased survival for patients with conversion from unfavorable to favorable CTC condition. In addition, to support our results, a meta-analysis published in 2014 41 suggested that patients with mCRC who converted from CTC-low to CTC-high or who were persistently CTC-high during treatment had an unfavorable disease (disease progression) compared with Therefore, we might consider the possibility that the evaluation of CTC kinetics for patients with mCRC could become an important tool and could be pursued in further studies in order to improve clinical practice. However, different from our study, all the included studies in the meta-analysis used methods with low sensitivity and specificity to isolate CTCs (immunological or reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction techniques).
We were the first to use ISET, a highly sensitive and specific method, to evaluate CTC kinetics in patients with mCRC. Although still not approved by the US Food and Drug Administration, like the CellSearch ® System, it has passed through technical 30, 42 and clinical 43 validations and has the advantage of allowing cell visualization and quantification. ISET is an independent method to isolate CTCs, which allows their cytopathological identification. It is based on the principle that tumor cells from solid tumors that are much larger than leukocytes, with nuclei of 24 µm or larger, can be retained on the ISET filter with a pore size of 8 µm, larger than the majority of leukocytes. 44 As ISET is a size-based method, it does not depend on antigen markers and is not expected to have selection bias and false-positive (epithelial non-tumor cells detected as tumor cells in healthy patients) and false-negative (CTCs with mesenchymal markers not detected) results, as observed with CellSearch. 44 We could classify patients as with favorable and unfavorable evolution based on median CTC number of each phase, even though there is no standard cutoff value for ISET; our data were comparable with the results of studies that used standardized techniques such as CellSearch ® System (Veridex). 16, 24, 26, 27, 45, 46 However, we believe that the most important in terms of clinical practice is to observe each patient individually, independently of values of cutoff, and for this purpose the ISET method would be more appropriate, as it would enable the quantification of CTCs with better accuracy. As CTCs can be counted per milliliter of blood by ISET, this allows a better follow-up of patients, based on increase or decrease of their own absolute CTC counts.
Upon evaluating the KRAS status of patients included in our study, we found that those MT KRAS with unfavorable Although the sample for this analysis was restricted to 27 patients, it is important to correlate these data with the study 45 that evaluated the first-line treatment of 1589 patients with mCRC. In this study, the first count higher than 3.0 CTCs/7.5 mL, in association with the KRAS mutation, presented worse prognosis when these patients were compared with patients with CTC 3.0/7.5 mL. 47 This correlation allows us to support the importance of the CTC kinetics not addressed in this study.
Another important point that should be investigated in further studies is the evaluation of the WT KRAS subgroup with unfavorable kinetics who presented a median PFS of 9.4 months, less than the subgroup of patients with WT KRAS and favorable kinetics who had a PFS of 14.7 months (P=0.02). These results demonstrate the ability to sub-classify groups who would benefit from treatment with EGFR blockade, by CTC kinetics. So, we are able to question if this therapeutic choice in the context of its toxicities and costs could provide substantial benefits for such patients. These data allow us to say that within the KRAS subgroups (mutant and non-mutant) it is possible to distinguish the evolution of patients based on CTC kinetics and, with this, define therapeutic strategies designed for patients with worse prognosis. It is important to point out that since 2013 the extended RAS testing is of clinical standard; 48 however, at the time of enrollment of this study we did not have this knowledge, justifying the study focus only on KRAS.
Finally, another important issue that should be investigated in further studies is the evaluation of treatment with anti-angiogenic therapies that was possible through the use of ISET technique. Although with a limited number of patients, we are the first group to demonstrate that by ISET it is possible to follow up patients under treatment with anti-angiogenic therapies. Other authors have demonstrated that the CellSearch ® System suffers a mask in CTC counts when patients receive those treatments. [49] [50] [51] Probably, it happens because CTCs from patients who are treated with anti-angiogenic therapies lose their epithelial markers, the targets of CellSearch. A recently published study with a CRC cell lineage 52 showed that the chronic exposure of these cells to bevacizumab (BEV) induced decreased expression of EpCAM 40 kDa isoform and increased expression of EpCAM 42 kDa isoform, together with a decreased expression of CKs, markers commonly used by CellSearch. The recovery rate of cells through this system was gradually reduced in the course 
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Patients with mcrc evaluated by cTcs of treatment with BEV, being 84%, 70%, and 40% at 1, 2, and 3 months, respectively.
Finally, our study demonstrated that CTC counts could help to infer disease progression before imaging examinations. Here, patients who had disease progression as seen from imaging during follow-ups, presented, on average, higher CTC counts in the first follow-up (P=0.04). This makes it possible to carefully monitor patients and discuss the modification of early therapeutic plans. In this way, the analysis of CTC kinetics can help in the choice of treatment 25, 29, 53 and help to modify supposedly ineffective therapeutic schemes, avoiding possible unnecessary side effects and to institute new therapeutic regimes early, in order to better control the patient's disease. Still, for patients with unfavorable kinetics or those who present higher CTC levels during evolution, more intensive clinical follow-up would be crucial. We hope that in a few years, more standardized protocols with higher sensitivity and specificity to isolate and to analyze CTCs will help the clinician to identify those patients with progression of disease and anticipate a better treatment based on the elevation of biological markers provided by CTC tests.
Conclusion
Despite the limited sample size and the limited follow-up, our study could demonstrate the feasibility of counting CTCs from patients with mCRC with ISET (Rarecells), which in its simplicity bears huge advantages for clinical implementation. In this way, our study proposed a new form of CTC evaluation, unlike isolated analysis in previous studies, 27, 28, 38, 54, 55 reinforcing the notion that the evaluation of CTC kinetics could be promising in the clinical follow-up of these patients. In addition, in the WT KRAS population, we may have a new tool to identify a population that is genuinely responsive to anti-EGFR therapy. Our results pave the way for the development of further studies that validate these data, which is essential to monitor the treatment of patients with mCRC.
